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Miaowing, purring, hissing, trilling, caterwauling – cats 
have a number of vocal expressions that they use to 
communicate. So, what does it all mean? 

feline vocabulary
Communication between cats can be in the form of 

sounds, facial expressions, touch, body language, movement 
of particular parts of the body, or through a sequence of 
different behaviours, most of which are accompanied by 
scent-marking.

Cats also have an extensive repertoire of ‘conversation’ at 
their disposal, which they use to express their moods, wants 
and needs. They use this language with other animals, but are 
more likely to use it with people.
an experienced translator Which ‘vocabulary’ a cat uses in 
each individual case, and how successful the transmission of 
information actually is, depends not only on the experience 
of the receiver, but also that of the cat.

Cats who are used to being surrounded by people 
communicate considerably better using loud uttering than 
those who have had far less contact. Through the experience 
of living with people, they learn how important the spoken 
word is to us. This ability to communicate doesn’t depend on 
the breed of cat, even though each breed differs significantly 
in terms of conversational style.

chatting with dogs When dogs and cats come across one 
another, a cat that is used to dogs will communicate using 
facial expressions and body language, just as they would do 
with one of their own species. Cats clearly use less ‘vocabulary’ 
to communicate with other species than they do with ‘speech-
orientated’ people.
lost in translation It is common for cats and dogs to 
misunderstand each other. A physical signal – for example, a 
vigorously wagging tail or a raised paw – can, unfortunately, 
signify the opposite meaning to each animal, and in the best 
case scenario would elicit a surprised response. In time, dogs and 
cats can learn to tolerate one another, or even get along well, in 
spite of their differences.
learning a foreign language Cats are fascinated by what 
people do and say, and more importantly how we say it. Even if 
they cannot understand the exact words, they learn to associate 
recurrent noises (the same applies to the quality and frequency 
of the tone) associated with a particular behaviour or object.

Behavioural experts have discovered that cats are able to 
differentiate between and understand around 30-50 words; 
no mean feat for a supposed loner who actually requires 
no intense social interaction. The fact that a cat tries to 
understand our strange behaviour as well as our language 
shows that they probably have a stronger social element to 
them than we realise.
‘miiiiaow!’ The words which cats pay attention to the most 
are those with an ‘e’ sound in them, especially when they are 
spoken in a high-pitched voice. They also show interest in 
high-pitched squealing noises, but that’s no surprise when 
you consider that their favourite prey, the mouse, squeaks at 
a high frequency.

CatChat
How our feline friends communicate
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miaowing in ultrasonic range? The ultrasonic range of 
a cat has never been fully explored. It is thought that the 
so-called ‘mute miaow’ is not actually silent. Instead it is 
at such a high frequency that because of our limited aural 
abilities, we simply can’t hear it. You’re bound to recognise this 
gently pleading miaow: Your cat opens his mouth wide and 
then shuts it again, without actually making any noise. But 
if you were to put your head against his mouth while he does 
this ‘silent’ miaow, you would hear a little whisper. Other cats 
with their acute hearing would definitely not miss this form 
of communication. It could be that these animals actually 
communicate verbally with one another more than we think 
they do, but in a different ultrasonic range; this would be a 
useful communication tool for cats. So the little moggy with 
a social streak may stay in closer contact with his feline friends 
than previously assumed.

when moggies miaow, coo, twitter and sing
Whenever cats want something, they miaow; for example, 

when a kitten is trying to signal to his mother that he 
is hungry, cold or doesn’t feel well. The kitten utters a 
heartrending ‘mew’ (which, from about three weeks begins to 
develop into ‘miaow’), and the mother immediately responds 
with a gentle and pleasing vibrating purr that signifies 
warmth, protection and nourishment to the kitten.

Wild cats differ from domesticated felines because they 
lose this communication as soon as they reach maturity, whilst 
our house cats retain this early kittenhood behaviour long after 
they have fully matured. This is because they are in contact 
with people who respond to their ‘miaows’, so they learn to 
modify and adapt these sounds for each different need.

cat-dialect Whether they are pleading or complaining 
about something, every cat has their own ‘miaow-dialect’. 
Some animals chatter away very loudly and enthusiastically, 
whilst others introduce cooing and twittering into their cat-
conversation with gentle mews, in order to have a friendly chat 
with their humans. It is not unusual to hear the affectionate 
‘rau rau rau’ sound from a happy and contented cat.

gentle tones The mother (queen) emits gentle cooing 
and twittering sounds when she returns to her young, and 
a somewhat louder ‘trilling’ tirade when she is trying to 
encourage her kittens to do something. If the kitten is slightly 
older and a little more independent, the mother calls to 
them in this way to encourage them to feed. Tom cats often 
court female cats with this ‘trilling’ sound, used as a kind 
of chivalrous small-talk. If the female is interested, she will 
answer in the same way, with these sweet nothings possibly 
lasting for an hour or more.
amongst tenors So-called ‘caterwauling’ makes for a very 
impressive show. It’s actually not a joyous song, but the result 
of territorial and ranking disputes between tom cats. In spite 
of their solemnity, the performance of the loudly repetitive 
‘mau mau mau mau’ sounds more like a small child who 
needs his mother than the typical macho behaviour used 
in a mating ritual. But the caterwauling is deadly serious, 
as shown by the menacing body language that accompanies 
it. Incidentally, the ‘song’ is not always performed in the 
presence of an adoring female.
making a racket Occasionally, without a female nearby, the 
tom cat ‘sings’ in this way, sometimes for half an hour or so, 
until he finally engages in a fight, or begins to pace around 
deliberately in what seems like slow motion. This latter 
behaviour is more likely than an actual fight, as no cat wants 
to risk the possibility of being hurt by initiating a fight if he 
doesn’t need to.

‘miaow’ has many meanings
an innate vocabulary Unlike people, who can only learn to 
speak by mimicking what they hear, cats don’t learn by example.

Cats who are born deaf still learn their ‘spoken’ language 
in all its varieties without ever actually hearing any sounds 
that they can copy. Cats are born with an innate ability to 
miaow, purr, and hiss, and although their repertoire is not 
perfected straight away, through trial and error they soon 
discover what works and which sounds are suitable for each 
and every situation.
the all-encompassing miaow Similarly, our cats try to 
figure out our reaction and then decide specifically which 
type of ‘miaow’ would be the most effective. They will test out 
the location, the context, and different sounds on different 
people. A ‘miaow’ is usually a request for something that a 
cat requires. Adult animals seldom use this miaowing sound 
when amongst each other.
it’s all in the intonation A miaow can be altered very 
effectively. Every syllable can be stretched out using various 
intonation, and with each slight alteration, the meaning is 
changed. If a cat is disappointed, more emphasis is put on 
the ‘ow’ sound in ‘miaow’. Sometime, only the ‘ow’ sounds is 
uttered rather than the whole ‘miaow’. If the ‘ow’ has a higher 
intonation, the noise sounds a bit like distress. This means a 
cat is pleading for something. If the pleading pays off, the 
‘ow’ is uttered again, and the mouth closes very slowly so that 
the message lasts for longer. If a moggy is in a good mood, 
the ‘miaow’ is not as intense and sounds lighter, sometimes 
followed by a purr.

cont:-
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Edited excerpts from Cat Speak: 
Recognising and understanding behaviour 
by Brigitte Rauth-Widmann 
(Hubble & Hattie 
www.hubbleandhattie.com, $19.45)

Filled with plenty of gorgeous photographs, 
Cat Speak is a unique book that observes 
everyday cat behaviour and explains how 
to interpret its meaning – essential reading 
for anyone who wants to understand 
more about their feline friend.

purring
all’s well Purring is an unmistakeable noise that has a blissful, 
soothing effect. Even a tiny week-old kitten is capable of 
purring, usually when they are suckling; when their mother 
hears this sound she knows everything is fine.

When a mother returns to her kittens, she purrs to show 
her little ones that everything is in order. Adult cats also emit 
an intense purring sound to show that they have nothing but 
friendly intentions. Kittens purr to older cats around them, 
and the older cats will purr in response if they are happy to 
be in close contact with the kittens.

Cats sometimes purr when they are eating or playing, 
which signals that they are in a good mood. Purring is (at least 
in this context) a customary means between cats to show that 
they are good-tempered, although only ever between cats in 
the same family or group. Puppies of dogs within the family 
often receive vigorous purring from the cat.
purring in pain Conversely, cats also purr if they are ill or 
injured, in pain, or even dying. Possibly, they are trying to 
demonstrate their weakness and appease a potential enemy 
by reassuring them that they are not a threat; they may also 
be trying to comfort themselves as well.

completely relaxed The cat purr is very appealing; what 
cat owner is not familiar with the cosy feeling that the gently 
purring of their cat provokes? The peaceful thrumming of their 
purr, which slowly builds until their whole body resonates with 
it, has a very soothing and positive effect on our wellbeing, 
causing blood pressure to drop and instilling a lovely sense of 
relaxation. A cat’s gentle snoring is also quite soothing, but 
doesn’t have the same comforting effect that the purr does.
the mystery of a cat’s purr Cats are able to purr when they 
breathe in and out, and also while they drink, eat, suckle or 
doze. Exactly how they do this is still not really clear. There 
are several theories, but none of them are conclusive:
.	 It could be due to movement or ‘turbulence’ in the 

circulatory system
.	 The vestibular fold next to the vocal chords may begin 

to move, which causes the vibrating sound as the cat 
breathes in and out

.	 It could be the result of alternating contractions in the 
larynx and diaphragm.Petc
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